Have you ever marveled at the beautiful glistening plaster walls of Italy? These ancient walls that bloom even more beautifully with age were plastered with a technique called “Venetian plaster”. You no longer need to travel to Europe for these amazing plasters. They have caught the attention of distinguished interior designers and architects throughout America. Vero offers genuine seasoned slaked lime finishes for both exterior as well as interior wall surfaces. Our plaster finishes cover residential, industrial, and commercial buildings across the nation. Our most popular product, Antiqua, can create either a smooth, suede-like effect or a more mottled and rough form. Some Venetian plasters are polished or “burnished” with a sheen to achieve a marble appearance like Epoca Spatolato.

To apply real lime plasters we use a simple chrome trowel spreading several layers of plaster to the wall, with the last layer creating a decorative effect. This effect created from seasoned slaked lime plaster consists of fine Carrara marble aggregate. When applied, these finishes give a visual depth, richness, a cool touch, and natural elegance of stone and marble. Over time, as the lime crystallizes in reaction to the air (carbonation), the plaster returns to its natural state of limestone, creating a wall finish that is stronger and more durable than any painted surface. The initial production process starts with limestone rocks from rivers or quarries in Italy. After a 24 month period, the seasoned limestone turns into an amazing "lime putty" or “Grassello di Calce” in Italian. Vero’s plaster products can be used in a wide range of styles such as Old World, Contemporary, Tuscan, Asian, and Traditional. Our fine Italian finishes take an artisan’s imagination and create limitless possibilities evoking style and grace.
Seasoned slaked lime finish for interior and exterior wall surfaces

- Does not flake or peel
- Allows surfaces to breathe
- Not prone to shrinkage
- Resistant to ocean air
- Non-flammable

Antiqua I and II are ideal for giving interior and exterior surfaces an authentic Venetian plaster appearance using genuine limestone and fine Carrara marble aggregate. Both finishes can be troweled to achieve a smooth finish or sponge floated to achieve a textured facade. Antiqua II contains coarser aggregate creating a speckled effect.

Due to variations of base coats, surface texture, weather and method of application, colors may vary.
NLP is a natural lime plaster suitable for interior and exterior wall surfaces. The size of the aggregate is between Antiques I and II. NLP is similar in texture to a standard Portland cement 20/30 stucco finish. We recommend tinting this plaster product in lighter color shades to accentuate the gorgeous speckled effect the marble aggregate casts on the wall.

- Apply with chrome trowel
- Does not flake or peel
- Allows surfaces to breathe
- Nonflammable
- Does not shrink
- Resistant to ocean air

Application by La Vetta, Shady Canyon, CA
Epoca Spatolato is a lime-based finish consisting of natural pigments that creates a very polished, marble-like appearance with a sheen using a chrome trowel. This finish is ideal for use on exterior masonry surfaces to achieve an "old world" decorative effect, or can be applied on interior walls either on its own or over Antiqua I and NLP plaster finishes.

- Suitable for exterior as well as interior wall surfaces
- Aggregate free seasoned slaked lime and glazed mineral plaster
- Includes marble dust and natural earth pigments
- Creates a glossy, marble-like effect with an aged feel
- Allows surfaces to breathe
- Resistant to alkali corrosion
- Nonflammable

Due to variations of base coats, surface texture, weather and method of application, colors may vary.
Epoca Ottocento creates a brushed matte appearance when using a paint brush, or you can create a glazed decorative look using a chrome trowel. This lime wash is ideal on exterior surfaces to achieve an “old world” watercolor effect. Epoca can also be used on interior walls to produce similar results.

- Seasoned slaked lime finishing mineral paint
- Suitable for exterior and interior application as a plaster or paint
- Includes marble dust and natural earth pigments
- Allows surfaces to breathe
- Can be used alone or over Antiqua I as a topcoat
- Resistant to alkali corrosion
- Non-flammable

Due to variations of base coats, surface texture, weather and method of application, colors may vary.
Velasil provides a smooth and/or opaque effect, while enhancing the underlying finish. It also acts as a protective sealant, and can be tinted to introduce additional colors over other plaster products.

- Interior and exterior use
- Better alternative to paint
- Waterproofing product
- Blends with colors to achieve an "old world" look
- Can be applied over any base coat, Antiqua I and II, NLP, and acrylic paint

Due to variations of base coats, surface texture, weather and method of application, colors may vary.
**Finish**

**Application by Il Colore**, Balboa, CA

- *azzurro antartide*
- *grigio pietra*
- *beige*
- *bianco*
- *grigio caldo*
- *grigio medio*
- *rosa corallo*
- *rosa murano*
- *rosa antico*
- *giallo antico*
- *terracotta*
- *verde bosco*
- *rosa impero*
- *bianco panna*
- *verde pallido*
- *grigio perla*
- *rosso bruciato*
- *avorio tenue*
- *giallo provenza*
- *beige scuro*
- *sabbia*
- *testa di moro*
- *rosso pompeiano*
- *rosa salmone*
- *siena*
- *giallo fieno*
- *blu portofino*
- *grigio cenere*
- *avorio antico*
- *beton*
- *verde rugiada*
- *grigio scuro*
- *giallo terra*
- *testa di moro*
- *nero*

**Acrylic finish coat or primer**
- High degree of permanent elasticity
- Water-repellent
- Allows surfaces to breathe
- Does not peel or crack
- Durability
- Prevents the formation of organic growth
- Ready-to-use
- Easily applied using a paintbrush or roller, or conventional sprayer
- Non inflammable
- Abrasion resistant

Finish is an acrylic protective coating for interiors and exteriors that contains aggregate to provide a strong foundation for top coat plaster. It is a vapor permeable product that fills and covers the irregularities on wall surfaces. Finish is used as a crack resistant basecoat for many of the Vero plaster products, and can also be used as a finish coat. When used as a basecoat for plaster, Finish can be tinted to closely match the finish plaster coat. Finish can be applied to plaster, architectural concretes, brick, galvanized sheets, drywall, wood and previously painted surfaces (washable/ washable/ oil, etc.).

Due to variations of base coats, surface texture, weather and method of application, colors may vary. For further information on class schedules or to make an appointment to use our private studio, please contact our showroom at 714.637.7341.

Vero has over 400 standard colors to choose from, or we can gladly customize any color.

In order to purchase and apply any of these lime finishes, a two-day certification class must be completed. Lime plasters do not contain toxic substances and are user-friendly.

- Lime plasters made from naturally occurring minerals
- Lime plasters do not contain toxic substances and are user-friendly
- Safe for world ecologies
- Check with your local environmental quality department for disposal requirements

Environmentally Friendly

- Lime plasters made from naturally occurring minerals
- Lime plasters do not contain toxic substances and are user-friendly
- Safe for world ecologies
- Check with your local environmental quality department for disposal requirements